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AN INDEX. OF OUR TIME 

The > American. public takes certain information for granted. 

A combination of high technolosical development and traditional 

democratic vaiues’ gives us unusually high expectations. We 

demand a. near- perfect phone directory and up-to-the-minute TV 

listings in waxkx nefispapers that May publish several @istinct 

editions every twenty-four hours. We Look to our government for 

. reliable statistical information on myriad subjects, rancing from 
the cost of living to dakxiy our daily vitamin needs, from team 

sociological obs curities like the number or Jehovah's Witnesses 
in Arkansas to political intellirence assessments on Soviet 

military hardware. ¥ We are information consumers, and this fact 

contributes might ily to our national health, 

We take pride in what we know -- or could Know, if we eared: 
to -- about our soclety and the world around us. Many. of khe our 
contemp oraries around the world are less fortunate. In come 

societies it would be considered a great luxury to collect the 

information which is at our fincrertips, or to consune costly ink 
7 . . . . undent al MTs and newsprint in its publication. Some Boverntients darwin: 

i-wiilen open access to informaticn fopitipp, A veteran 
SLnolosist recently described how China a siduously attempts to 
deny. visiting scholars access to it r 

Sometimes, however , ina 2c woman at 
the market stall where you buy : bound of apples 

the cobbler who has repaired your shoes will absent- '.Mindedly sive you your goods wrapped in a taboo old. Sak 

newspaper; heedless to sa ¥, th: cirty and crumpled 
sheets are she then smoothed over Lovinel- b+. Cainas “r 

TWO MY watchers, who dass them around -rith vrenbling hands, 
» deeply excited, and after peine multiphotocovied they end up on the black market in fons woug, where various research institutes outbid themselves &: met then. 

The same scholar elaborated on the all-vervasiveness of “state 
secrets" ins society which does not readily respect the citizen's. 
Trieht to know: 

Addresses and telerhone numoers, whether of turiie 
institutions and orcanisations o> of S¥Yivate persons, are also in the caterory of state secrets. There is no telephone directory, at least not that forei-ners can use, and numbers and addresses tiat ane necds for one's vrofessional contacts are given out individually oc~. stincily, in fact, 4 number of public buildinucs hay
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‘uneolved murder. Public demands on this cuestion could not be irnored 

no inscriptions on the outside bo identify then: only 
their majestic appearance and the presence cf senthes 
snow that they are official. Which mir 1ist ry? Better 

not to.be too curious. | 
Our ‘public opinion would never abide such absurd i 

unmarked government offices, the absence of a phone book, or 

ewspapers which are taboo to certain readers. Sut it would be 
soprndent to conclude from gross comparisons that Amer ica is an 

example to the world. in the area of public access to info 

with little room for improvement. For in the areas wh e 

demand is not overwhelming, where the thirst for 2 particular ‘cind 

° of information is not exberlenced | 

find plenty of officials who treat reguests for information as if 

a. hungry dion had asked to Lggee=st their fincertips. These folks 
would probably be much happier working in unmarked buildings with. 

‘unlisted phones. 

‘The assassination of President John FP. ACnnedy has produced an 

unusual paradox. On the one hand, the public has demons trably 

thirsted for answers and consi istently displayed a healthy skepticism 

oward some inadequate proposals to explain the mystery of this 

~ 

and in a decade and a half there have been no less then four official 
i) 1 investigations which have addressed widesvread @oubts ane suspicions. 

“All told, more than forty volumes of official reports, hoarings, 

study Governmer 

exhibits, and findings have beén published. 

But the other hand, it is only an infinitesimal ction of 

the public that has even perused these fo orty-o4 id volumes. Of the four 

official reports w nich purport to sunmariae the mass of evidence, 
only two have been widely available as soimenbial venerb.ste A 

nowho wanted to know exactly whet Senators D4 e Cc 

Gary Hart concluded in their suhcomuittee investicati 

G 

t 

the ponderous title, 266k V, Final Nenort 6f the Select Somat 

nt Op O 2 

United States Senate? 

In short, government investigations of the Kennedy ass:



have turned un what can literally be called a wealth of information 

-== millions of dollars worth of Legwork and paperwork -- to satisfy 

private citizens! craving for answers. A significant fraction of 
q ‘the information has been published. But the manner of publication 

(or in some cases, nonpublication) has hardly been calculated to 
} : 

encourage’ private citizens to delve seriously into the mystery on. 

_, their own. in fact, it has hardly been calculated to encourage 

. ongoing investigation boy federal employees officiallg charged with 

this duty. OS oe | 
. “An obscure FEI Airtel of August 16, 1966, makes the point 

perfectly. It was addressed to the FBI's director, J. Edgar Hoover, 

from the Dallas office. Not surprisingly, the Dallas office had had 
to follow up’ some Leads about the Kennedy assassination; not 

surprisingly, putting together the Letter fiead Memorandum that 

accompanied this particular Airtel was a lot of work: some poor 

“agent had to go all through the Warren Report trying to check small 

details. The author of the Airtel. recognized that this wouldn't be 
en “the last time the FBI would be called upon to look into tnt Bat 

he had discovered, from the usual reliable sources, that in faraway 

“New York Lay an invaluable. tool for the performance of these duties 

an index! The Bureau's prose cannot be imitated: 
. To locate the necessary material to compile the 
enclosed LHM required extensive review of the report 
of the President's Commission on the assassination 

of President Kennedy; and it is recognized thet in 
. the future, it will be necessary to perform numerous 

other research projects of similar nature. In this — 
regard, it is noted, as set out in Dallas LEM, dated 

8/9/66, captioned as above, that PENN JONES, JR., Editor, 
"Midlothian Mirror," Midlothian, Texas,- mentioned that. 
-@ SYLVIA MARR has compiled an index on the testimony | 

_ and exhibits contained in ¢ P 
_the Assassination of Preside “ennedy Report and Jear- 
ings, which index has teen pr nted by the Scarecrow 
Press of New York, PHIM! remarked that this is an 
excellent index for reference epurposes. _ 

_ The Bureau is reauested to furnish one co MARR index to the Dallas 6ffice for future use in 
” 

he President's Commission on 

. 

ae 

conducting research regarding cintioned matte 
The FBI Airtel is & modest and misspelled tribute 

Meagher's monumental labor -- a subject index t he Uk 
Commission's twenty-six volumes



Dallas -- who at least were doing their research on company time -- 
the thought of plowing through thousands cf pages of unindexed 

reference material was indeed daunting. Should we not pause to 
imagine how intimidating such work Looked to spare~tine researchers, 

that first generation of Warren Commission critics? Sylvia 

‘Meagher! S index to the volumes aot only enabled many researchers to 

get: to work, ‘pushed them over the first hurdle, so to speaks her 

efforts also provided B model of scholarly riror and selfless personal 

dedication which: has’ only ‘gpown more stunning with the passage of time, 

Bis Warren Commission's failure to provide an index to its 

twenty-six volumes -- if only for the future use of the PRI -~ is 

inexcusable. An index would heave cost the taxpayers some money, to 

subsequent investigation Congeressioaal investicati 

a be sure; but the sum could not have approze ched one-half of 1 percent 
+ of what the Warren Commission had already spent The long-term 

= 
: La, oul 2 . saving might have been measured in time the FBT “Seale be soared in 

‘checking out future leads and rumors. The best that can be said in 
defense of the Commission is that it never dreamed its volumes. vould 

“receive such intense scrutiny over th years. 

This argfumgent turns inside out however, when applied to 3 b a: . 

as could not fe) 

expect their evidence to escape the scrutiny to which the Warren 

Commission's was subjected. Decisions which limited the accessibilit ¥ 

op 
of their evidence -- like the continuinre failure + on 

were, if.not.cynically intentional, at least taken with a conscious 

did publish twelve volumes of supnertin c material; but neithe 

understanding of the consequences. The Schweiker-Hart Senote 

subcommittee held no public hearings, vrovided no index to its 
slender but fascinating report, and made none of its evidence 
public. The House select Committee did held vublic hearincs and it 

j r 
report nor the twelve suvvorting volumes contain 

- Once again, it is left for selfless vrivate c 
Meagher and Gary Owens -- to perform a taghk 

that an officisl body with a budget in excas 
million dollars: did not see “fit to »rovide . AO e 

stice bevartment to pursue the investigation further. Can one serio: 

in fact, specifically urged the Jus 

isgly 

rovide indices -- —
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findings have often 
; ve . Comments 
in disparating hires 

another agence: 

like Sylvia Meather 

to.match new pieces’ wi 

and indeed they and 
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in the twelve-volume Labyrinthe 

ts which Meaxher and Owens supplied So promptly 

Neasher and Owens have received little: public 

other serious critics of official 

been lumped with irresponsible sensationalists 

from the established media. How many times 

rd it asserted that speculation and conspiracy 

ratiwe book contracts and lecture tours? How 

the assassination-profiteer contrasts with 

the serious researchers could ever hope to 

inancial compensation for the years of. 

ey have contributed in the effort to break open 

scholar-critics has. had to 

Way as the China watchers Wh described above. 

Their search for fragments in the document tary puzzle resembles. the 

Sinolocists! alert watch for taboo newspapers ina dvertently Let 

loose. A document reed by one federal arency in Freedom: Of | 

information requests may turn up already released in, the files of 

nhinese cobbler who wraps his goods in for bi dden 

the IPE NK case. 

tne dk puzzle would make any sense without 

ence supplied from the beginn ning by. a! “few critics 

sora 0 eng pled others 

acsimple research 9 s-


